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Tips to beat the heat and practice well-being outdoors
by Sebastien Saitta

It’s the peak of summer and the heat is on.
Not to mention the mosquitos are in full attack
mode, humidity is at its highest, and as for
the abundance of giant cane toads out there
scaring the living daylights out of people;
let’s just say there are much nicer things to
appreciate in nature. It’s no wonder many
dread stepping outside this time of year, let
alone doing it for exercise and well-being.
The allure of staying indoors and enjoying the
artificially cooled air has unfortunately put a
halt to enjoying many outdoor activities and
reaping the health benefits that come along
with it.

In fact, multiple studies confirm the connection
of outdoor exercise with better mental health.
Vitamin D (also known as the “sunshine”
vitamin) levels that are essential to immunity
tend to increase with more exposure to
sunlight. Also, exposure to morning sunlight
plays an important part in getting a good
night’s sleep as it helps regulate the body’s
natural circadian rhythm.

While we eagerly wait for the Fall weather here
in Southwest Florida, there are ways to help
you enjoy the outdoors while keeping cool for
a happier, healthier life.

Get your vitamin sea

We are fortunate to be in a community where
access to some of the most beautiful beaches
in the United States are only a short drive
away. The beach is a great place to walk, run,
swim, and de-stress. If it gets too hot, you can
simply take a dip in the water to cool down.
Remember to avoid direct sunlight for too
long, wear the right sunscreen, and get plenty
of hydration especially between the hours of
10 a.m. and 4 p.m. when the sun can be the
most intense.

Rethink your drink

More heat equals more sweat as your body
works to stay cool. It’s important to replenish
fluid loss for a number of health reasons
that include regulation of body temperature,
protection of vital organs and tissues, and
keeping the mind focused and sharp. What

you choose to rehydrate with is equally
important. Skip the alcohol or at the very least,
drink plenty of water along with it. Alcoholic
drinks tend to have the opposite effect as it
is a diuretic and causes your body to remove
fluids at a much quicker rate than other liquids.
It’s tempting to reach for a sugary drink to help
quench your thirst during a hot summer day. It
won’t do you justice as sugar has a tendency
to keep you reaching for more which can lead
to feeling sluggish and spike your glucose
levels. The best way to stay hydrated is with
pure water, or if you are active and sweating
a lot, choose an electrolyte drink to replenish
important minerals.

Rise and shine to exercise time

Morning exercise carries with it a whole host
of benefits that include better mood, focus,
and energy throughout the day. This is also the
time when the temperature is generally cooler
to help make exercising more comfortable.
Morning exercise also help prevents heat
related cramping, fatigue, and even possible
heat stroke.

Be a trail trekker

The beach isn’t the only way to experience the
outdoors while keeping cool. Our area offers
many trails that are great for walking or running
while offering plenty of shade from tall pines or
mangroves. Consider visiting the Gordon River
Greenway, the Delnor-Wiggins Boardwalk trail,
or Clam Pass Beach Park where you are sure
to find raised boardwalks and plenty of shady
spots that will make moving naturally a breeze.

Brought to Southwest Florida by NCH
Healthcare System, in collaboration with
Sharecare, Inc., Blue Zones Project is a
vital part of Southwest Florida’s well-being
improvement initiative that encourages
changes in the community that lead to
healthier options. For more information about
Blue Zones Project Southwest Florida, visit
southwestflorida.bluezonesproject.com.
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CANNES, France – Val Kilmer was in movies he
wasn’t in. 

The new documentary “Val,” bursting with footage
Kilmer shot himself over his 61 years, includes home
videos and backstage glimpses, as you might expect.
But the most remarkable thing is seeing Kilmer’s own
audition tapes of himself. It’s not just a few scenes
here and there. They capture Kilmer living in parts –
including some he never got to (offi�cially) play. 

There’s footage of him as Henry Hill in “Goodfellas.”
Hamlet he privately tackled for years. He was so con-
sumed with being in Stanley Kubrick’s “Full Metal
Jacket” that Kilmer had a friend shoot him, in combat
gear, trudging through a California swamp. In another
clip, he shoots live rounds in the backyard. 

“I’m a fi�rm believer in magical realism ON and OFF
the screen,” said Kilmer in an interview over email.
“The transformation and/or manifestation of each
character is really just PRAYER.”

“Val,” which A24 opened in theaters July 23 and
Amazon Prime will debut Aug. 6, made its recent pre-
miere at the Cannes Film Festival. Here in France to
celebrate the occasion were his children, Mercedes
and Jack Kilmer, and the directors Ting Poo and Leo
Scott. Kilmer, who has diffi�culty speaking after throat
cancer and numerous trachea surgeries, wasn’t able to
attend. 

But exchanging words over email from Los Angeles,
Kilmer said he was feeling “blessed and grateful” as
“Val” made its anticipated arrival. For years, the hours
of tapes had just sat in boxes. But losing his voice has
made Kilmer only want to tell his story – a boundless
life of full-hearted abandon – all the more. 

Kilmer, himself, tends to view his life with mystical
harmony and a sense of destiny. That the documen-
tary happened – through a confl�uence of people and
events – he says is “once in a lifetime.” 

“I should KNOW,” said Kilmer. “It’s my L I F E.” 
And for much of Kilmer’s life, he was self-docu-

menting it. It started with 16mm short fi�lms and movie
parodies with his brother, Wesley, who died in child-
hood after an epileptic fi�t in a Jacuzzi. Forever after,
like a habit solidifi�ed by grief, Kilmer often had a cam-
era in his hands. In “Val,” we see him shooting fresh-
faced Sean Penn and Kevin Bacon backstage on Broad-
way in “Slab Boys”; in his trailer while shooting “Top
Gun”; prodding Marlon Brando and warring with di-
rector John Frankenheimer on “The Island of Dr. Mo-
reau.” 

“My brother Wesley and my mother are both alive in
the fi�lm,” Kilmer says. “Seeing that footage and the
movies and art created by Wesley within the context of
the rest of the story is extremely meaningful. I lost my
mother during the shoot, so I’m more and more emo-
tional with each viewing. There are laughs. There are
tears.”

Scenes like the one he made on “The Island of Dr.
Moreau” helped give Kilmer a reputation as a “diffi�-

cult” actor. But in “Val,” we see an actor driven less by
ego than extreme, even manic dedication. 

“I’ve lived in the illusion almost as much as I’ve
lived outside of it,” he says in “Val.” “I have behaved
poorly. I have behaved bravely. I have behaved bizarre-
ly to some. I deny none of this and have no regrets be-
cause I have lost and found parts of myself I never
knew existed.” 

Kilmer, the youngest actor ever accepted to Julliard
when he went, experienced the ups and downs of fame
more dramatically than most. His break came in 1984’s
“Top Secret!” one of relatively few movies that traded
on his talent for comedy. (Another, decades later, was
“Kiss Kiss Bang Bang.”) 

“He’s the funniest person I know,” says Jack Kilmer,
26, sitting alongside his 29-year-old sister in Cannes.
“Everyone who knows him is like: He is so funny. He
should do more comedies. All his best friends, the
jokes are nonstop. Yet he’s known as a serious, dra-
matic actor.”

“Val” is narrated by Kilmer but voiced, movingly, by
Jack. His son looks and sounds like Kilmer, who wrote
the narration sporadically, in text messages and scrap
books. About halfway through the fi�lm, the directors
say they forget it isn’t Val. In one scene, the fi�lmmakers
capture Jack, in a recording booth, pausing to ask if

one of his dad’s stories – a new one to him - is really
true.

“Our dad has so many stories,” says Jack. “You nev-
er know what you’re going to get when you hang out
with him. He’ll just drop a story on you. It’s kind of like
the experience of watching this movie.” 

For Jack and Mercedes there were other epipha-
nies. They had only seen some of the tapes. 

“I had ever seen footage of my parents’ wedding be-
fore Leo showed me,” says Mercedes, who lives next
door to her father. 

“We’ve been sitting on this movie for a long time,”
says Jack. “Defi�nitely our whole lifetime.” 

Kilmer’s biggest breakthrough, of course, was “Top
Gun,” a movie he recalls not initially wanting to do. “I
thought the script was silly and I disliked the warmon-
gering in the fi�lm,” he narrates in the documentary. On
Tony Scott’s set, he was more energized by the fi�lm. For
the rest of his life, he says, “I will be called Iceman by
every pilot at every airport I ever go to.” 

But Kilmer’s resistance to being pigeonholed and
typecast lasted forever. “Willow,” “Batman Forever,”
“The Doors,” “Tombstone,” “The Saint,” “Heat.” Scott
fi�rst encountered Kilmer while working with him on
Harmony Korine’s short, in which Kilmer played him-
self, for the 2012 VICE project “The Fourth Dimension.”

Scott, captivated by Kilmer’s freewheeling energy
to create (he remembers the actor sending in videos of
himself from Home Depot), kept on working with him.
Together they mounted one of Kilmer’s largest under-
takings, the one-man stage show “Citizen Twain,” in
which he played Mark Twain. 

“I wandered my ranch talking to myself for years in
advance of workshopping the one-man show,” says
Kilmer, who more recently sold his 6,000-acre New
Mexico ranch. 

Kilmer’s outlook is, as ever, enthusiastic. He con-
tinues to create in myriad ways – collages, an upcom-
ing book of poetry that a24 will publish. He keeps a
studio in Hollywood that he lends space to an inner-
city theater program. And Hamlet? “Don’t count me
out,” he says. “The best is yet to come.” 

“I have no regrets,” adds Kilmer. “I’ve witness and
experienced miracles.”

Val Kilmer on a life in illusion and the new doc ‘Val’
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The poster art for “Val,” a documentary about actor
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